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The product limit estimator is arguably the most popular method of estimating
survival probabilities in homogeneous samples. When the survival time and the cen-
soring time are dependent, the product-limit estimator is an inconsistent estimator
of the marginal survival function. Recently M. Zheng and J. P. Klein (1995,
Biometrika 82, 127138) proposed a copula-graphic estimator that models the
dependency between censoring and survival using a copula function. This work
investigates their proposal. First it derives a closed form expression for the copula-
graphic estimator when the joint survival function is modeled with an Archimedean
copula. The copula-graphic estimator is then shown to be uniformly consistent and
asymptotically normal. It is also equivalent to the usual product-limit estimator
when the survival and censoring times are assumed to be independent. A sensitivity
analysis of the specification of the copula model for the dependency is also pre-
sented.  2001 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62N01; 62N02.
Key words and phrases: Archimedean copula; competing risks; dependent censor-
ing; identifiability; product-limit estimator; martingale; NelsonAalen estimator.
1. INTRODUCTION
A common untestable assumption made in order to estimate the survival
function of a survival time T is that the censoring time U is independent
of T. Under this tacit assumption, it is known that the observable data
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X=min(T, U ) and $=1[X=T], where 1[A] is the indicator of the event
A, provide sufficient information to uniquely determine the marginal dis-
tribution of T [19, 21]. The classical estimator of the survival function of
T under the independent censoring assumption is the product-limit
estimator of Kaplan and Meier introduced in [14] or its asymptotic equiv-
alent introduced by Feming and Harrington [5].
Many models are available to account for a possible dependency
between the lifetime and the censoring variable. The models proposed by
Gumbel [10, 11], Clayton [2], Frank [7], and Hougaard [12] are of the
form
H(t, u)=C[S(t), C(u)], (1)
where H( } , } ) denotes the joint survival function of (T, U ), and S( } ), C( } )
are the marginal survival (or distribution) functions of T and U, respec-
tively. Note that the copula function, C ( } , } ), is itself a survival function
on [0, 1]2. A special feature of the copula class is that the dependence
structure is separated from the marginal effects so that the dependence rela-
tionship can be studied without specifying the marginal distributions. The
global association of T and U is related to Kendall’s tau, a rank invariant
association measure. Specifically,
{=4E [H(T, U )]&1=4 |
1
0
|
1
0
C (t, u) C (dt, du)&1.
Note that many models reduce to the same form when the overall associa-
tion approaches to the extreme levels. Specifically, under independence
({=0), C (t, u)=tu and under positive maximal dependence ({=1),
C (t, u)=t 7 u, the upper Fre chet bound.
Recent research has focused on a subclass of (1), called the Archimedean
copula (AC) class, which indexes C ( } , } ) by a univariate function and
therefore yields more tractable analytical properties. See the papers by
Genest and MacKay [8], Oakes [20], Genest and Rivest [9], and Wang
and Wells [24]. Specifically, the AC class is of the form
H(t, u)=,&1[,(S(t))+,(C(u))], (2)
where ,( } ) is a decreasing convex function defined on (0, 1] satisfying
,(1)=0. Only ,-functions that are twice differentiable, satisfying ,(0)=,
are used in this work; this ensures that (2) is absolutely continuous. This
class also contains many useful models including the bivariate frailty family
when ,&1( } ) is, as pointed out by Marshall and Olkin [18], the Laplace
transform of the underlying frailty distribution.
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There have been several attempts to generalize the product-limit
estimator to the case of dependent censoring. Fisher and Kanareck [4]
constructed nonparametric estimators based on a model where the poten-
tial unobservable residual life of T is either contracted or expanded by a
fixed amount after censoring. Slud and Rubinstein [22] constructed an
estimator which depended on the knowledge of a particular dependence
function \ which depends on the first partial derivatives of the joint dis-
tribution and the form of the unobservable marginal distributions. Link
[17] proposed a model in which dependent censoring only occurs in a sub-
population defined by a frailty distribution and obtained a self-consistent
estimator of the failure time distribution. Emoto and Matthews [3]
proposed a bivariate Weibull model and deduced that the maximum
likelihood estimates for the parameters of the joint distribution are con-
sistent. Klein and Moeschberger [15] constructed a closed form non-
parametric estimator for the marginal survival function based on a gamma
frailty model; see [2]. This work focuses on the recent proposal of Zheng
and Klein [26] who defined the joint distribution of T and U based on (1),
and constructed a nonparametric estimate called the copula-graphic
estimator. Zheng and Klein establish some interesting properties of the
copula graphic estimator: it is a maximum likelihood estimator and it is
consistent under the assumed copula model. However, Zheng and Klein
gave no explicit form of the estimator and its asymptotic properties were
not studied.
This paper gives, in Section 2, a closed form expression for the copula
graphic estimator when the underlying copula is Archimedean; see (2). The
copula graphic estimator can then be written in terms of martingales. Its
asymptotic distribution is derived in Section 3, using standard asymptotic
results for martingales. Section 4 investigates the sensitivity of the copula
graphic estimator to a misspecification of the copula model.
2. THE COPULA-GRAPHIC ESTIMATOR FOR
ARCHIMEDEAN COPULAS
2.1. A Closed Form Expression for the Copula-Graphic Estimator
Consider the random right censored data model where the pairs
[Ti , Ui]ni=1 are independent finite failure and censoring time random
variables. In this model, the observable data are Xi=min(Ti , Ui) and
$i=1 if Xi=Ti and 0 otherwise. To simplify the presentation, we assume
that the distribution of X is absolutely continuous so that multiple deaths
at the same time point are impossible. Suppose that the underlying joint
distribution for (Ti , Ui) is given by (2) where S and C are the marginal
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survival functions of Ti and Ui , respectively. Under (2), the copula graphic
estimator for the survivor functions S(t) (resp. C(u)) is a right continuous
decreasing step function S (t) (resp. C (u)), satisfying S (0)=1 (resp.
C (0)=1), with jumps at the points X i where $i=1 (resp. $i=0) such that
,&1[,(S (X i))+,(C (Xi))]=?^(Xi), for i=1, ..., n, (3)
where ?^ is the standard estimate of the survival function of X, ?^(x)=
 1[Xix]n.
To get a closed form expression for S ( } ), suppose that $i=1. This means
that C ( } ) does not jump at Xi , that is C (Xi)=C (X &i ). This implies that the
jump of S ( } ) at Xi satisfies
,(S (X &i ))&,(S (Xi))=,(?^(Xi))&,(?^(Xi)&1n).
Summing the two sides of the above equality on the Xi ’s which are less
than or equal to t and for which $i=1 yields a closed form expression
for S ( } ),
S (t)=,&1 _& :Xit $i=1 ,(?^(Xi))&,(?^(Xi)&1n)& . (4)
When ,(t)=&ln(t), survival and censoring are independent. It is easily
seen that, in this case, the copula graphic estimator reduces to the classic
KaplanMeier estimator. This reduction to the KaplanMeier estimate was
deduced in Zheng and Klein’s Theorem 4.3, see [26], although the general
form of the estimator in (4) was not given.
2.2. A Martingale Presentation of the Copula-Graphic Estimator
The asymptotic properties of S ( } ), defined in (4), can be derived using
martingale techniques. This section reviews the martingale construction for
the dependent censoring model.
The data, as defined in Section 2, consist of n independent replications
of X1=U1 7 T1 and $1=1[X1=T1]. We do not assume that the copula
for the joint distribution of U and T is the Archimedean copula corre-
sponding to ,( } ), the function used for constructing the copula graphic
estimator. Instead, we assume a general copula model given by (1) for the
dependency between survival and censoring. Thus, the copula graphic
estimator given by (4), is under this model biased. Various results concern-
ing the magnitude of the bias are given in Section 4.
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Let Ni (t) = 1[Xi  t, $i=1], Yi (t)=1[Xi  t] (i=1, ..., n), N (t)=
ni=1Ni (t) and Y (t)=
n
i=1 Yi (t). By Theorem 1.3.1 in [6], it follows that
Mi (t)=Ni (t)&|
t
0
Yi (s) **(s) ds
and
M (t)=N (t)&|
t
0
Y (s) **(s) ds (5)
are martingales with respect to the _-algebras F it=_[1[Xiu, $=1],
1[Xiu, $i=0]: 0<u<t] and Ft=ni=1 F
i
t , respectively, where *
*(t),
the crude hazard rate, is given by
**(t)=
&

u
P[Tu, Ut]| u=t
P[Tt, Ut]
.
When defining the dependency between survival and censoring by (1) it
follows that
**(t)=*(t)
S(t) C10(S(t), C(t))
C (S(t), C(t))
,
where C10(u, v) is the partial derivative of C (u, v) with respect to u and *(t),
the net hazard rate, is defined by *(t)=limh a 0 1h P[tTt+h | Tt].
Using counting process notations, the copula-graphic estimator for
Archimedean copula is given by
S (t)=,&1 _ |
t
0
1[Y (u)>0] {, \Y
 (u)&1
n +&, \
Y (u)
n += dN (u)& . (6)
The implementation of the estimator S ( } ) is quite straightforward in
most statistical packages. For instance in S-Plus, using the output from
the surv.fit function. The command fitsurv.fit(time,
status), where time is the time vector and status is the vector of
status values (the values are 0 or 1, in which case 0 means censored and
1 means uncensored), gives fit8n.risk and fit8n.event which equal
a vector of the number at risk for each time point (Y ( } )) and a vector of
the number of events for each time point (N ( } )), respectively. These are the
two quantities needed to compute the estimate in (6).
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Note that since in (6), ,[(Y (u)&1)n]&,[Y (u)n]r&,$[Y (u)n]n,
one has
S (t)r,&1 _&1n |
t
0
1[Y(u)>0] ,$\Y
 (u)
n + dN (u)& . (7)
The left hand of this equation is an estimate first obtained by Zheng and
Klein in [25] as the solution to a differential equation. In the case of the
independence copula, ,( } )=&ln( } ), Zheng and Klein estimate reduces to
a proposal of Fleming and Harrington, see [5], which is asymptotically
equivalent to the KaplanMeier estimate. Thus the copula-graphic
estimator for Archimedean copulas and Zheng and Klein proposal have the
same asymptotic behavior.
3. LARGE SAMPLE PROPERTIES
In this section, we will deduce the large sample properties of the copula
graphic survival function estimate (3) for Archimedean copulas. Actually,
since the copula-graphic estimator and Zheng and Klein’s proposal in
[25] have the same asymptotic distribution, in this section S (t) denotes
Zheng and Klein’s estimator, see [25], given in (7). We do not assume
that the copula for the dependency between censoring and survival is the
Archimedean copula corresponding to the ,( } ) used to calculate the
copula-graphic estimator. Thus (6) estimates a survival distribution S*
defined by
S*(t)=,&1 _&|
t
0
,$(?(u)) ?(u) d4*(u)& , (8)
4*( } ) is the cumulative crude hazard function, 4*(t)=t0 *
*(u) du, and
?(t)=E(Y (t)n), ?(t)=C (S(t), C(t)). When the copula for the dependency
between censoring and survival is Archimedean, with dependence function
given by ,, S*=S. The proofs involve analysis of the martingale M (u) and
the empirical process Xn(u)#(1- n) ni=1[1[X iu]&?(u)].
To investigate the consistency of (6), it suffices to consider ,(S (t)). Let
(s)=&s,$(s). One has
,(S (t))&,(S*(t))=&
1
n |
t
0
1[Y(u)>0] ,$\Y
 (u)
n + dM (u)
+|
t
0 {1[Y (u)>0] _ \
Y (u)
n +&(?(u))&= d4*(u). (9)
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The proof that the first term of (9) goes to zero in probability is
analogous to that of Theorem 3.4.2 in [6]. Let t0 # (0, ) be such that
?(t0)>0. When n is large 1[Y (u)>0]=1 for u in (0, t0) except on a set
with a very small probability. Now, by the GlivenkoCantelli theorem, the
sup0<u<t0 |Y (u)n&?(u)| goes to 0. Thus, if the derivative of (t) is
bounded in (?(t0), 1), the second term of (8) converges in probability to 0
uniformly in t. We have proved the following result.
Theorem 1. Let t0 # (0, ) be such that ?(t0)>0. Under the dependent
censoring model given by (1) and assuming that the derivatives of ,(s) and
of (s) are bounded for s # (?(t0), 1), then estimate S (t) defined by (6) is a
uniformly consistent estimate of the marginal survival function S*(t) on
[0, t0).
Theorem 4.1 in [26] about consistency assumed that copula C has a
strictly positive density on [0, 1]_[0, 1]. This is a restrictive condition
that is not met by many Archimedean copulas. For instance this condition
fails for Clayton copula while this copula satisfies the assumption of
Theorem 1. When C is an Archimedean copula defined by ,(t), the crude
hazard rate is given by
**(t)=*(t)
S(t) ,$[S(t)]
?(t) ,$[?(t)]
. (10)
The assumptions of Theorem 1 then imply that the ratio **(t)*(t) of
the crude to the net hazard rate is bounded at 0. This condition is met by
the ,-function of most Archimedean copulas. A notable exception is
Gumbel’s copula for which ,(t)=(&ln t): and :<1. Indeed, estimator (7)
is not really well defined for this family since ,$(Y (u)n)= in the interval
(0, t1) where t1 represents the first failure. Further work is needed to
weaken the regularity conditions for Theorem 1.
When censoring and survival are independent, one can take ,(t)=
&ln(t), thus (t)#1. In this situation, (9) gives a decomposition of the
NelsonAalen estimator for the cumulative hazard used in Theorem 3.2.1
of [6]. The first term is a martingale and the second term is approximately
null; the martingale determines the large sample properties of the estimate.
When ,(t){&ln(t), the second term is not asymptotically null. Thus, the
asymptotic distribution of (6) depends, in the general case, on Cov(M (u),
Xn(s)), the covariance between M (u) and Xn(u).
It is possible to evaluate Cov(M (u), Xn(s)) using elementary properties
of martingales. Since both M (u) and Xn(s) are sums of independent ran-
dom variables,
Cov(M (u), Xn(s))=n12 Cov(M1(u), 1[X1>s]).
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As in Theorem 1.3.2 of [6], when u>s,
E[1[s<X1<u, $1=1]]=|
u
s
P[X1>v] **(v) dv.
Thus E[M1(u) 1[X1>s]]=&?(s) 4*(s) in this case, while when us,
E[M1(u), 1[X1>s]]=&?(s) 4*(u). Thus we have proved that
Cov(M (u), Xn(s))=&n12?(s) 4*(s 7 u). (11)
This is used in the proof of the following result.
Theorem 2. Let t0 , t0>0, be such that ?(t0)>0. Under the dependent
censoring model given by (1) and assuming that the first two derivatives
of ,(s) and (s), where (s)=&s,$(s), are bounded for s # (?(t0), 1), the
process - n[S (t)&S*(t)] converges weakly on D[0, t0) to a mean zero
Gaussian process with variance function
v(t)=
1
,$(S*(t))2 {|
t
0
?(s)[,$(?(s))]2 d4*(s)
+2 |
t
0
|
s
0
?(u)[1&?(s)] $(?(u)) $(?(s)) d4*(u) d4*(s)
+2 |
t
0
|
s
0
[&,$(?(u))] ?(s) $(?(s)) d4*(u) d4*(s)=. (12)
Since the limiting variance is a function of unknown quantities, we
would like to estimate it from the data. Fortunately, it is quite easy to con-
struct such an estimate since each of the integrals in the variance formula
is with respect to d4* and the integrands depend on ?. To construct the
estimate one needs only to plug in Y (s)n for ?(s) and the Nelsen-Aalen
estimate d4 * for d4*. Once these replacements are made the correspond-
ing estimate of variance will be a consistent estimate of the true variance.
The rate of convergence of this estimate should be comparable to the
Greenwood estimate use in the case of independent censoring.
The next proposition considers an instance where the variance v(t) has
a simple tractable form. We look at the case when the percentage of censor-
ing is 500.
Proposition 1. When S ( } ) is calculated with ,(t)=(t&:&1): and
when S(t)=C(t) for t>0, then the variance v(t) is given by
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v(t)={ 21+?(t):=
2+2:
{(:
2+:+1) ?(t)
2(:+1)(2:+1)
&
:?(t):+1
2(:+1)
&
?(t)2
4
+
(:+2) ?(t):+2
2(:+1)
&
(7:+5) ?(t)2:+2
4(:+1)(2:+1)
]. (13)
The independence model obtains as : tends to 0. One then has
[2(1+?(t):)]2:  ?(t)&1 and (14) goes to (1&?(t))2 which is the
asymptotic variance of the KaplanMeier estimator. On the other hand
when : gets large, (14) becomes ?(t)(1&?(t)), the variance of the empirical
distribution function when there is no censoring. In this case, because of
the assumed strong dependency between T and U, a U-failure can be inter-
preted as a T-failure and S (t)rY (t)n.
4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Zheng and Klein copula-graphic estimator is typically used with a
,-function belonging to a one parameter family of Archimedean copulas,
for instance Clayton’s family with ,:(t)=(t&:&1): for :>0 or Frank’s
family with ,:(t)=&ln((1&exp(&:t))(1&exp(&:))) where : is a real
valued dependence parameter. This section investigates the bias S*(t)&
S(t) under misspecification of the copula for the dependence between
censoring and survival.
Suppose that copula C in (1) does not belong to (2). As shown in
Section 2, the crude hazard rate is then given by
**(t)=
*(t) S(t) C10(S(t), C(t))
C (S(t), C(t))
.
Define ,C( } ) as a positive decreasing function satisfying ,C(1)=0 whose
derivative satisfies
C10(s, h(s)) ,$C(C (s, h(s)))=,$C(s), (14)
where h(s)=C(S&1(s)). Now the survival function (8) calculated with
,C( } ) is equal to S(t). In other words, the copula-graphic estimator
calculated with ,C( } ) is a consistent estimator for S(t).
Equation (14) is not easy to solve. When C is an Archimedean copula
generated by ,( } ), a,(s) is a solution to (14) for any positive constant a.
Another instance where (14) has a solution is when there is 500 censoring,
i.e., when h(s)=s, and when the copula is symmetric, that is, C (u, v)=
C (v, u). Integrating both sides of (14) yields, under the above conditions,
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,C(C (s, s))2=,C(s). This is equivalent to C (s, s)=,&1C (2,C(s)). There is
a probabilistic interpretation to this equation. The solution ,C( } ) is the
generator of the Archimedean copula having the same diagonal copula as
C. The construction of such an Archimedean copula is discussed by Sungur
and Yang, see [23]. For a known C they give a sequence of functions
converging to ,&1C .
For an arbitrary copula, the solutions to (14) depend on both the copula
C itself and on the function h(s) related to the difference between the failure
and the censoring time distributions. In practice, (14) cannot be solved
since h is not known. Nevertheless ,C( } ) is a useful theoretical tool for
investigating the impact of misspecifying the function ,( } ).
A large sample analog to Corollary 6.1 of [26] about the impact, on the
copula-graphic estimator, of changing the level of dependency between T
and U is given next.
Proposition 2. If ,$1(t),$2(t) is increasing in t then the survival functions
S1*(t) and S2*(t) obtained from ,1(t) and ,2(t) using (8) satisfy S 2*(x)
S1*(x).
The condition ,$1 (t),$2 (t) is increasing in t implies that the dependence
in the Archimedean copula obtained with ,2( } ) is stronger than that of
,1( } ) (see [8]). For most one parameter families of Archimedean copulas,
such as Frank’s or Clayton’s, ,$:(t),$;(t) increases when ;>:. For such
families, as : increases the sequence of survival function S*(t) obtained
from (8) is stochastically decreasing. Thus, under undetected positive
dependency between survival and censoring, the Kaplan Meier estimator
overestimates the true survival. The sign of the bias of the copulagraphic
estimator for an arbitrary copula C can be investigated with the solution
,C(t) to (15). If ,$(t),$C(t) increases, then the copula graphic estimator
overestimates S(t).
The bias can be evaluated explicitly when there is 500 censoring, i.e.,
S(t)=C(t) and when C (u, v)=C (v, u) for 1>u, v>0. In this situation
d
du
,(?(u))=2*(u) S(u) C10(S(u), S(u)) ,$(?(u)).
Evaluating the integral in (8) yields
S*(u)=,&1(,(C (S(u), S(u)))2). (15)
To illustrate this result, suppose that there is 500 censoring and that
C (u, v)=uv+u(1&u) v(1&v). This is the GumbelMorgenstern model
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with Kendall’s tau equal to 0.22. The KaplanMeier estimator over-
estimates S( } ). The maximum absolute bias calculated from (15) is 0.066.
An alternative estimation strategy is to use the estimator of Section 2.
Various ,-functions corresponding to Archimedean copulas with a
Kendall’s tau of 0.22 can be tried. In Clayton’s family, ,0.57( } ) yields a
maximum absolute bias of 0.05. For Frank’s family, the maximum absolute
bias is 0.037 with ,2.1( } ). Thus accounting, in a rough way, for the positive
correlation between the censoring and the failure times removes some of
the bias. The improvement becomes more important as the dependency
increases. In the simulations of [26], C is Clayton’s copula with a
Kendall’s tau of 0.5. The maximum bias of the KaplanMeier estimator,
with 500 censoring, is 0.18. Accounting for the dependency by using (6)
with ,5.75( } ) from Frank’s family reduces the maximum absolute bias to
0.05. Thus, taking the dependency into account removes 660 of the bias.
When we select a function ,( } ) whose derivative is not a solution to (14),
the magnitude of the bias depends on the percentage of censoring. When
there is no censoring, there is no bias; one has C(u)#1, ?(u)=S(u), and
S*=S for any function ,( } ). Thus the bias of S ( } ) should decrease with
the percentage of censoring. This is stated rigorously in the next proposi-
tion.
Proposition 3. Let C1( } ) and C2( } ) denote two censoring time survival
distributions such that C1(u)>C2(u) for u>0, and S j*( } ), j=1, 2 denote the
corresponding values for S*( } ). If copula C is Archimedean and if ,$C(t),$(t)
is monotone in t then the bias of the survival function of T estimated with
,( } ) under censoring time C1( } ) is smaller, in absolute value, than the bias
under C2( } ), that is, |S 1*(t)&S(t)||S 2*(t)&S(t)|.
5. DISCUSSION
The specification of the level of dependency between failure and censor-
ing times is a crucial step when implementing the estimator proposed in
this work. Unfortunately, with the data used in this paper, X=T 7 U and
$=1[X=T], it is not easy to estimate the dependency between T and U.
However, the default assumption typically used in survival analysis
applications is the independence model. There are a number of ad hoc ways
of estimating the dependence parameter from the data. One may, for
instance, attempt to develop an estimating function for the dependence
parameter, see [13]. None is satisfactory. Without additional assumptions,
it is not possible to find objective criteria for the selection of the ,-function
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of the copula graphic estimator. Thus, if dependence is suspected, one
should compute survival function estimates under a variety of dependence
models in order to assess the sensitivity of the model specification.
In some applications, such as the one presented by Bartholomew in [1],
the censoring time U is known for the n units in the sample. This additional
information could be used to select a suitable ,-function. Lin et al. [16]
generalized this framework by assuming that both the failure time and the
dependent censoring time are subject to a second censoring, distributed
independently of both, the failure time and the dependent censoring time.
The estimation of the marginal survival distribution incorporating, in these
frameworks, an assessment of the dependency between T and U is a
promising area for future research.
Applying the martingale framework presented here, for the treatment of
dependent censoring, to other statistical methods for survival analysis
could also be envisioned. Log-rank type statistics and estimation proce-
dures for the Cox model in the presence of dependent censoring, could
possibly be developed along the lines of [6, Chaps. 7. 8].
To complete our mathematical understanding of the copula-graphic
estimator, it would be useful to derive its large sample distribution for
arbitrary copulas C. We would like to conjecture that this distribution is
given by the distribution appearing in Theorem 2 with a ,-function equal
to the function ,C defined by (14). Proceeding as in Subsection 2.1, one has
,C[C[,&1C [,C(S (Xi))], C (Xi)]]=,C(?^(X i));
thus, at a Xi where $i=1,
,C[C[,&1C [,C(S (X
&
i ))], C (Xi)]]&,C[C[,
&1
C [, C(S(Xi)], C (Xi)]]
=,C(?^(Xi)+1n)&,C(?^(Xi)).
By the mean value theorem, the left hand side is equal to
[,C(S (X &i ))&,C(S (Xi))] g(t*),
where t* belongs to (,C(S (X &i )), ,C(S (Xi))) and
g(t)=
d
dt
,C[C[,&1C (t), C(Xi)]]
=
,$C [C[,&1C (t), C (Xi)]] C10[,
&1
C (t), C (Xi)]
,$C[,&1C (t)]
,
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where C10(s, t) is the partial derivative of C (s, t) with respect to s. If C is
Archimedean, the function g is exactly equal to 1. For an arbitrary copula,
since ,&1C (t*) is between S (Xi) and S (X
&
i ), one has C (Xi)rh[,&1C (t*)]
where, as defined in Section 4, h(s)=C(S&1(s)). Thus
g(t*)r
,$C [C[,&1C (t*), h[,
&1
C (t*)]]] C10[,
&1
C (t*), h[,
&1
C (t*)]]
,$C[,&1C (t*)]
=1;
and the representation of Subsection 2.1 holds, at least approximately, for
arbitraries copulas. To make this argument rigourous, one has to show
that g(t*)&1 is, in large samples, negligible.
APPENDIX
A.1. Proof of Theorem 2
As in the proof of Theorem 6.2.1 of [6],
1
- n |
t
0
1[Y (u)>0] ,$\Y
 (s)
n + dM (s)=
1
- n |
t
0
,$(?(s)) dM (s)+op(1).
In (9), since the first two derivatives of (t) are bounded,
 \Y
 (u)
n +&(?(u))=$(?(u)) \
Y (u)
n
&?(u)++op(n12).
Thus, up to op(1) terms, the normalized process - n[,(S (t))&,(S*(t))]
can be expressed as
&
1
- n |
t
0
,$(?(s)) dM (s)+|
t
0
Xn(s) $(?(s)) d4*(s). (16)
We now show that the two terms in (16) each converge to a Gaussian pro-
cess; hence it follows that the sum will also converge to a Gaussian process
with variance function equal to the sum of two individual variance func-
tions plus two times a covariance term. The first term in (16) can be shown
to converge to a mean zero Gaussian process by an application of Theorem
6.2.1 of [6]. The limiting process has a variance function equal to
V1(t)=|
t
0
?(s)[,$(?(s))]2 d4*(s).
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In the integrand of the second term in (16), the process Xn(t) converges
weakly on D[0, t0) to a Brownian Bridge which has covariance function
equal to ?(s 7 t)&?(s) ?(t). By Fubini’s theorem,
_|
t
0
Xn(s) $(?(s)) d4*(s)&
2
=2 |
t
0
|
s
0
Xn(u) Xn(s) $(?(u)) d4*(u) $(?(s)) d4*(s).
Hence the variance function of the limiting Gaussian process of the
second term in (16) equals
V2(t)=2 |
t
0
|
s
0
[?(u)&?(u) ?(s)] $(?(u)) $(?(s)) d4*(u) d4*(s).
Consider now the evaluation of the covariance between the two terms of
(16). Let A(t)=&,$(?(t)) and B(t)=(?(t)) d4*(t). The covariance is
equal to
E _ 1- n |
t
0
A(s) dM (s)_|
t
0
Xn(s) B(s) ds& . (17)
An application of an integration by parts on the first integral in (17) yields
1
- n
E _{A(t) M (t)&|
t
0
M (s) dA(s)= {|
t
0
Xn(s) B(s) ds=&
=
1
- n
A(t) |
t
0
E[M (t) Xn(s)] B(s) ds
&
1
- n |
t
0
|
t
0
E[M (u) Xn(s)] dA(u) B(s) ds. (18)
Using (11), the first term in (18) equals
&A(t) |
t
0
?(s) 4*(s) B(s) ds, (19)
while the second term is
|
t
0
|
s
0
[&?(s) 4*(u)] dA(u) B(s) ds
+|
t
0
[&?(s) 4*(s)](A(t)&A(s)) B(s) ds. (20)
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Summing (19) and (20) and integrating by part in the integral dA(u)
appearing in the first term of (20) yields the following expression for (17):
|
t
0
|
s
0
A(u) d4*(u) ?(s) B(s) ds
Replacing A(u)=&,$(?(u)) and B(s)=$(?(s)) **(s) yields the following
formula for the covariance,
V12(t)=|
t
0
|
s
0
[&,$(?(u))] d4*(u) ?(s) $(?(s)) d4*(s). (21)
The asymptotic variance of ,(S (t)) is given by V1(t)+V2(t)+2V12(t).
Applying the delta method yields (12).
A.2. Proof of Proposition 1
When S(t)=C(t),
?(t) **(t)=&
1
2
d
dt
?(t).
Thus, one can change variables r=?(s) and v=?(u) in each of the three
terms in v(t). One gets
v(t)=
1
,$(S*(t))2 {|
1
?(t)
(r)2
2r2
dr
+|
1
?(t)
|
1
r
$(v) dv$(r) \1&r2r + dr+|
1
?(t)
|
1
r
(v)
2v2
dv$(r) dr= . (22)
The second term of (21) simplifies to
1
2 |
1
?(t)
[(1)&(r)] $(r)(1r&1) dr.
Integrating by parts gives
(1&?(t))[(?(t))&(1)]2
4?(t)
&|
1
?(t)
[(r)&(1)]2
4r2
dr.
The third term is proportional to
|
1
?(t)
(r)2
2r2
dr&(?(t)) |
1
?(t)
(r)
r2
dr.
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Combining the three terms together yields
v(t)=
1
,$(S*(t))2 { |
1
?(t)
(r)2
r2
dr&(?(t)) |
1
?(t)
(r)
2r2
dr
+
(1&?(t))[(?(t))&(1)]2
4?(t)
&|
1
?(t)
[(r)&(1)]2
4r2
dr= .
For Clayton’s copula, ,(t)=(t&:&1):, ,$(t)=&t&:&1, and (t)=t&:.
The integrals in v(t) are easily evaluated giving
v(t)=S*(t)2:+2 { 12:+1 _
1
?(t)2:+1
&1&
&
1
2(:+1) ?(t): _
1
?(t):+1
&1&+[1&?(t)
:]2 [1&?(t)]
4?(t)2:+1
&
1
4?(t)
+
1
2(:+1) ?(t):+1
&
1
4(2:+1) ?(t)2:+1
+
:2
2(:+1)(2:+1)= .
Simplifying gives
v(t)=S*(t)2:+2 { :
2+:+1
2(:+1)(2:+1)
1
?(t)2:+1
&
:
2(:+1) ?(t):+1
&
1
4?(t)2:
+
:+2
2(:+1) ?(t):
&
7:+5
4(:+1)(2:+1)= .
From (15), S*(t)=21:?(t)(1+?(t))1:. Making this substitution yields (13).
A.3. Proof of Proposition 2
One has
,j (S j*(t))=&|
t
0
?(u) ,$j (?(u)) d4*(u),
for j=1, 2. When j=2, differentiating gives the following expression for the
density of S2*(t),
&
d
dt
S2*(t)=
?(t) ,$2(?(t)) **(u)
,$2(S2(t))
.
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Therefore
,1(S2*(t))=&|
t
0
,$1(S2*(u)) ?(u) ,$2(?(u))
,$2(S2*(u))
d4*(u).
Since S 2*(u)?(u), the hypothesis that ,$1(t),$2(t) increases implies that
&
,$1(S 2*(u)) ,$2(?(u))
,$2(S 2*(u))
 &,$1(?(u)).
This implies that ,1(S1*(t)),1(S 2*(t)). Since ,1 is decreasing this is
equivalent to S1*(t)S2*(t).
A.4. Proof of Proposition 3
Suppose, without loss of generality, that ,$C(t),$(t) increases in t. Let
?j (t)=,&1C (,C(S(t))+,C(Cj (t))). The hypothesis implies that ?1(t)?2(t).
Thus, as in the proof of Proposition 2,
&
,$C(S(u)) ,$(?2(u))
,$C(?2(u))
 &
,$C(S(u)) ,$(?1(u))
,$C(?1(u))
&,$(S(u)).
This implies that ,(S2*(t)),(S1*(t)),(S(t)) or S 2*(t)&S(t)S 1*(t)&
S(t)0.
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